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We began this analysis as part of the 2016 
Louisville Hack for Change and developed some 
descriptive statistics using Tableau.  Cause and 
effect relationships however, proved elusive.  Read 
on for details and recommendations. 
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Louisville Bicycle Crashes – Lessons Learned 

 

Background  

This project started at the Fourth Annual Hack for Change in Louisville Kentucky on August 
4, 2016 as part of the Civic Data Alliance Hack for Change.  It was subsequently 
presented to the Cincinnati Tableau Users Group on November 16, 2016. 

The data was taken from the CrashInformationKY site and a Code for America site, 
maintained by the Office of Performance Improvement and Innovation.  The dataset had a 
dimension of 1866 rows by 50 columns.  It contained data on bicycle / vehicle crashes 
which occurred on roads and public property in the Louisville metropolitan area (mainly 
Jefferson county Kentucky).  No other information was given. 

This paper is based on that presentation, with some added detail and comments.  We will 
visually examine the data through the use of Tableau’s bar charts and maps, review a 
previous report, give an example of why a deeper analysis is necessary in many cases, 
and finally discuss results and recommendations. 

 

Tableau Analysis 

First, let’s look at total Crashes by Month, given in Figure 1, below.  

 

 

Figure 1: Crashes by Month 

https://twitter.com/civicdataally
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/cincinnati-tableau-user-group-event-12-tickets-28525471453
http://crashinformationky.org/KCAP/Public/Downloads.aspx
https://codeforamerica.carto.com/u/civicdataalliance/viz/709d8d9a-4b3d-11e5-a779-0e4fddd5de28/public_map
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We see a definite seasonal pattern with the number of crashes increasing markedly in the 
summer months and decreasing in the winter months.   

Now let’s drill down and look at crashes by day of week, given in Figure 2, below. 

 

 

Figure 2: Crashes by Day of Week 

 

Apparently, we have fewer crashes on Saturday and Sunday and more crashes during the 
weekdays.  The differences however are not as pronounced as differences by month.    

Drilling down a bit further, we have Crashes by Time of Day, Figure 3, below. 
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Figure 3: Crashes by Time of Day – hourly totals (military time) 

 

Here we have another pattern emerging, with the peak period occurring from mid-
afternoon to early evening.  In fact, about 40% of all crashes occur in the four-hour period 
between 3pm and 7pm.  In addition, if we start our 24-hour day at, say, 6 am, and tack 
on the early morning hours of the next day, we have what looks to be a normal 
distribution. 

Next, let’s consider two items, which are not, in many cases, given much thought, axis and 
scale.  Looking at yet another bar chart, this time with the same data as in Figure 3, but 
with a new axis in the top chart, we have Figure 4, below. 
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Figure 4: Crashes by Time of Day (different y-axes) 

 

Here we changed the y-axis to go from 0% to 100% rather than to go from (the default) 
of 0% to 10%.  Now we see that the distribution looks much flatter and doesn’t 
accentuate the differences during peak times.  It highlights the fact that the differences 
between the hourly bins, even during midday, are only about 1 to 2% of the total, and 
that crashes do occur from about 6 am until midnight. 

Next, let’s look at a map (and this is one of the strong points of Tableau) of Crashes by 
Roadway Type, Figure 5, below. 

 

 

Figure 5: Crash Location by Roadway Type 
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Apparently, most crashes occurred on local streets, followed by Federal, State and County 
roads, in that order.  It also looks like a lot of the crashs are centered around the 
downtown area and along the main arterial roadways. 

Looking at the same data, this time in bar chart form, we see that most of the crashes do 
indeed take place on local streets, 58% to be exact.  See Figure 6, below. 

 

 

Figure 6: Crashes by Roadway Type 

 

But why is this?  Are local streets inherently more dangerous than, for example, county 
roads, or do local streets simple have more bicycle and vehicular traffic?  We don’t know. 

 

Report 

Unknown to me (or to anyone else that I’m aware of) when I started this project, there had 
been an earlier report that discussed most of the data that we had been given.  I’ve 
reproduced the title page and image below. 

 

 

https://louisvilleky.gov/sites/default/files/bike_louisville/2014_pdfs/louisville_bsap.pdf
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Figure 7: Previous Crash Data Report 

 

Judging from the report, the goal of the Master Plan (and presumably of the study) was 
to increase bicycling activity while simultaneously reducing the number of bicyclists killed 
and injured in crashes with motor vehicles.  (These two goals may at times be at odds with 
each other but we will limit our discussion to reducing the number killed and injured.)  

The report stated that most of the crashes occurred in the downtown area and an adjacent 
area known as “Old Louisville” and that most of the crashes occurred along primary or 
arterial roadways.  Let’s look at the statements “Primary arterials have seen the highest 
numbers of crashes compared to residential streets”, and “The majority of crashes 
occurred at Eastern Parkway and Bardstown Road”.  (Both quotes are from page 20). 

Here we have a chart of the number of Crashes grouped by roadway name, giving the 
top 12. 

 

 

Figure 8: Number of Crashes by Roadway Name 

https://louisvilleky.gov/sites/default/files/bike_louisville/2014_pdfs/louisville_bsap.pdf
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We see that Bardstown Road is the most notorious with 79 crashes, followed in close order 
by Broadway and Dixie.  (In the case of Bardstown Road, we have a city street with lots of 
small specialty shops, bars, and restaurants.  Lot’s of traffic, congestion and on-street 
parallel parking.  Therefore, it makes sense.)   

However, two points to note here are that: 

(1) Although compared to other roadways there are a relatively larger number of crashs, 
the percent of total crashs of these individual roadways is actually quite small and 

(2) We have a distribution with a very long tail right.  So let’s look at the data in a slightly 
different manner. 

Once again, we take the same data but treat it differently, Figure 9, below.  Let’s take all 
the roadways that had one crash and put them all into a group called 1_Crash, all the 
roadways that had two crashes and put them into a group called 2_Crashes, and so on.  
See Figure 9, below. 

 

 

Figure 9: Crashes by Roadway Name – with grouping 

 

Now we see a somewhat different story.  The largest group of roadways (with a total of 
373 crashs or 20% of the total number of crashs) is the 1_Crash group, followed at a 
distant second (with 168 crashs or 9% of the total) by the 2_Crashes group.  Bardstown 
Road (with 79 crashs or 4% of the total) is in a very distant 6th place.   
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To accentuate the difference, here’s the Number of Crashes data presented a bit 
differently, with a longer y-axis, in Figure 10, below. 

 

 

Figure 10: Crashes by Roadway Name – with grouping, longer y-axis 

 

So, instead of looking at, for example, Bardstown Road with 79 crashs, maybe we should 
look at the groups which had a low number of crashes and compare them to the groups 
which had a high number of crashes, then determine what characteristics are associated 
with a higher of lower number of crashes. 

All of which brings us to another point, that is that we have neither an idea of which 
factors may be associated with higher crash rates (a working hypothesis) nor a means of 
fairly comparing the number of crashes between roadways (normalized data).  More 
about both points in a later paper. 

 

Killed and Injured 

Since a reduction of number of bicyclists killed and injured was a goal of the previous 
project and report (whether explicitly stated or simply implicitly assumed), let’s examine 
that data as well. 
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Here we’ve mapped the location of all crashes (19) which resulted in a bicyclist being 
killed, by number who were also injured in that particular crash.  That data is mapped as 
Figure 11, below. 

 

 

Figure 11: Total Deaths by Number also Injured 

 

There doesn’t seem to be any geographical pattern.  Furthermore, with a total of “only” 
19 deaths out of 1866 crashes, we cannot make any inferences about why these 
particular crashes resulted in a death.  (We see that most of the crashes which resulted in 
a death did not result in additional injuries.  Was this a solitary rider, or a rider who was 
part of a group and did something unexpected?)  

As far as just injuries are concerned, we’ve mapped those to the same map as the deaths.  
See Figure 12, below. 
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Figure 12: Crashes by Number Injured 

 

Here we see that one injured and no one injured are, fortunately, the most prevalent 
outcomes.  This is borne out by the following bar graph, Figure 13, below. 

 

 

Figure 13: Number of Crashes by Number Injured per Crash 
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Here we see that 25% or the crashes resulted in no injury to the rider while 73% did result 
in one injury.  Again, why?  What factors separated the 25% from the 73%? 

 

Lessons Learned 

So, in summary, what have we found? 

We have found that: 

 19 were killed and 1391 were injured during our study period (2004 through 
2015) 

 We have descriptive statistics and we could have gotten more, but 

 We have not uncovered any cause and effect relationships or even simple 
correlations of crashes to factors which we can change 

 We have no normalized data so we cannot make valid, quantitative comparisons 

 We need to dig deeper, as in the case of Bardstown Road and other problematic 
roadways. 

 

Finally, and this is the big one, we have no actionable findings. 

On the plus side, we do have some data and some descriptive statistics to start with in 
planning the next step.  So before our next step, let’s look at why some analytical projects 
fail to achieve their objectives. 

Even a cursory search of the Internet will yield a large number of articles (some more 
“learned” than others) on why analytical projects fail.  One of my favorites is an analysis 
published in Forbes, December 12, 2015, by Piyanka Jain.  She lists the reasons as: 

 Starting with the data instead of the question 

 Taking an exploratory approach – “see what we can find” 

 Weak hypothesis – lack of domain knowledge 

 Unengaged or absent stakeholders 

 Inaccessible or bad data 
 

Note that all of the reasons save for the last, are project management and design of 
experiment issues; they are not data issues.  Collecting more and more data and doing 
more and more esoteric analytical manipulation will not do anything to improve outcomes. 
 

So how do we fix things?  We design the experiment and manage the project by: 

 Defining S.M.A.R.T. goals – to better plan the project 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/piyankajain/2015/12/12/5-reasons-why-analytics-projects-fail/#669651e351b4
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 Consulting with Subject Matter Experts – to determine what factors others have 
found to be important 

 Defining exactly what data (for predictor variables) we should collect, for example,  
posted speed limit, traffic calmers (such as presence of stop signs and speed 
bumps), presence or absence of parallel parking, etc. 

 Deriving or capturing additional variables as needed – so that we are not 
“comparing apples to oranges”, for example, length of roadway, vehicles per hour, 
riders per hour, etc. 

 

Finally, since long experience has made me a firm believer in regular, formal project 
reviews, we need to set go / no go gates for the project, depending upon whether or not 
we can get or derive our critical data. 

 

This project has been a good start.  We have descriptive statistics on motor vehicle / 
bicycle crashes in the Louisville metropolitan area including counts on their number, 
temporal distribution, geographic distribution, and other data.  The next step should be to 
find what others have done and what data is important, i.e., what are good predictors of 
bicycle crashes, then collect that data for our analysis. 

 

My best email address for any comments or questions is stan@CrucialConnection.com. 

    


